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ABSTRACT 

An increasing number of munitions now show less violent responses than detonation in cook 
off or impact scenarios. The detonation of a warhead typically leads to well reproducible 
fragmentation effects. Deflagrations and explosions may still rupture the munition casing, 
but fragmentation is typically limited to just a few large fragments with a relatively low 
velocity. Fragmentation modelling has evolved significantly with increasingly realistic 
predictions, even for less violent explosions and deflagrations.  

Although deflagrating warheads produce only a few fragments, these fragments may reach 
large distances. Conventional safety distances are not well suited for this situation. 
Estimates of deflagrating warhead fragment trajectories can be done assuming plate-like 
fragments. For illustration purposes a simple model of Individual and Group Risk was 
applied to a case study comparing detonating and deflagrating warheads. A risk based 
approach holds the advantage that also other relevant aspects can be taken into account, 
such as a lower probability of initiation, the nature of the ammunition activities, population 
density, and whether exposed persons are related (personnel) or unrelated (third parties). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

An increasing number of munitions now show less violent responses than detonation 
in cook off or impact scenarios. In order to quantify the safety benefits, MSIAC is 
working on improvements in the risk management of such munitions.  

The Insensitive Munitions European Manufacturers Group (IMEMG) has published an 
overview of national and international Insensitive Munitions (IM) requirements (Figure 
1). This overview shows that for most standardized threats as given in AOP-39 [1] the 
criterion is to have a response equal to or less than a Burn (type V), Deflagration (IV), 
or Explosion (III). For these response types only limited quantitative information exists 
about the physical effects and consequences. This includes primary fragmentation, 
internal pressure loads and projection of debris from storage structures, as well as 
external blast (or pressure) waves and thermal effects. 

 

Figure 1:  Overview of national and international IM requirements (IMEMG) 

An overview of the physical effects from detonations and less violent munition 
responses was given in various MSIAC reports and papers [2] [3], and more specifically 
about fragmentation in [4], [5], [6]. The topic was also discussed in detail at the MSIAC 
Improved Explosives and Munitions Risk Management (IEMRM) workshop, an 
overview of which will be presented in a companion paper [7] at this symposium. 

The current paper will focus on fragmentation effects. The paper starts with a 
description of fragmentation for the various munition responses and then continues 
with a discussion of fragmentation models. This is followed by a trajectory analysis of 
typical fragments generated in a sub-detonative response, and a risk-based approach. 
The paper closes with conclusions. 
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1 FRAGMENTATION AND MUNITION RESPONSE 

 

1.1 DETONATION 

The detonation of a warhead typically leads to well reproducible fragmentation effects. 
The launch velocity depends on the explosive reaction rate, warhead burst volume and 
the fragment explosive contact surface area. While the explosive is reacting, the 
volume expansion of the explosive products gases pushes the case wall and makes it 
accelerate. The velocity that it achieves depends on the force history that the case wall 
receives before the case wall bursts. If the explosive fully detonates, it quickly 
accelerates the case wall in a reproducible manner. The final fragmentation size is 
quite small. The number of fragments increases with increasing wall velocity before 
burst. For a detonating munition, the case wall normally starts to fragment when it has 
expanded to about two times the original explosive volume [8]. The fragmentation 
process continues until the case wall has expanded to about three times the original 
explosive volume. The fragmentation reaches its final velocity sometime during the 
fragmentation process. This is because the expanding gases are rarefied due to 
release of pressure when the case wall fractures. 

1.2 LESS VIOLENT MUNITION RESPONSES 

Deflagrations and explosions may still rupture the munition casing, but fragmentation 
is typically limited to just a few large fragments with a relatively low velocity. The 
thickness of these fragments is somewhat thinner than the original case wall due to 
thinning during the case expansion. The fragment thickness is indicative of the wall 
casing for the approximate expansion of the case at the time of burst [9]. The largest 
fragments may also originate from closure parts of the warhead (base plate or nose) 
and not from the cylindrical part of the casing. 

For sub detonative explosive response, the fragments normally do not reach the same 
velocities as detonating munitions. This is because the explosive reacts more slowly 
and the case wall breaks before complete reaction of the explosive is complete. As the 
case wall is moving much slower than a full detonative event, a fewer number of cracks 
and larger fragments result. These large fragments typically have a plate- or strip-like 
shape.  

The general expectation is that, for less violent munition responses, the effects and 
consequences will be reduced. Baker et al. [9] have shown that this is not necessarily 
the case for fragmentation. They describe tests with M107 155 mm Comp B filled 
artillery shells with a non-standard initiation by a shaped charge. The larger fragments 
created in the sub-detonative response travelled further due to a lower deceleration by 
air drag. An example of a 840 g steel fragment reaching 1824 m is given (Figure 2), 
thereby greatly exceeding the established Hazardous Fragment Distance (HFD) and 
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the Maximum Fragment Distance (MFD)1 relevant for a detonation of this munition. It 
was shown that the fragment must have travelled in a spin-stabilised edge-on 
orientation.  

 

Figure 2: Fragment found at 1824 m after sub-detonative response of an 
artillery shell (Baker, et al. [9]). 

Kinsey [10] provides some experimental characterization of deflagrating munitions 
during the deflagration process.  They quantify the large strip-like fragments that are 
produced. The fragment velocities are shown to be much slower, having velocities of 
between 1/3 and 1/10 of the same detonated munition. 

Also noteworthy is the development of “dial-a-yield technology” [11]. This technology 
enables the selection of a desired munitions response between deflagration and 
detonation. A proof of concept was developed and experiments showed that blast and 
fragmentation effects could be tuned between low and high output. 

 

                                             
1 HFD = 137 m, MFD = 801 m 
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2 FRAGMENTATION MODELS 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

When dealing with the performance and safety of munitions and warheads, it is 
important to characterize the mass and velocity distributions of fragments. In the 
design process of new munitions, the prediction of these parameters plays a significant 
role to optimize the effects and the overall lethality of the munition. For safety purposes, 
knowledge about fragmentation is essential in conducting risk management. In this 
context, analytical models for fragmentation have been developed and used since the 
late 1940’s. The best known are those proposed by Mott, for the mass distribution of 
fragments, Gurney, for the initial fragment velocity at break-up and Taylor, for the metal 
projection angle. Some engineering design “toolboxes” which include analytical 
fragmentation models are: PRODAS, produced by Arrow Tech; SPLIT-X, developed 
by NUMERICS; and TEMPER, developed by MSIAC. A recent review [4] reveals other 
analytical models available to predict the above mentioned parameters that could be 
of interest for specific configurations. More recently, there is an evolution trend from 
analytical models towards numerical methodologies. Some recent strategies are 
considered very promising for the fragmentation prediction from munitions, including 
less than full detonations. 

2.2 2D NUMERICAL FRAGMENTATION MODELS 

In the 1970’s and 1980’s, new advanced numerical models enabled more accurate 
simulations of fragmentation. One of the first “quasi-numerical” models of this kind is 
probably the one developed by Picatinny Arsenal: CALE/PAFRAG. CALE [12] is the 
numerical 2D high rate continuum solver and PAFRAG [13] is module including the 
fragmentation model which uses successive cylindrical “ring-bombs” for the 
fragmentation distribution calculations. 

Developed by LLNL, HEMP [14] is one of the first 2D numerical solvers that included 
fragmentation modeling.  After the calculation duration, which was still quite long for 
complex geometries, the entire warhead body fragmented instantly when the “average” 
shell strain reached a pre-determined critical fracture value. This visually results in a 
“pulverization” of the shell, which is not physically realistic. The lack of 
representativeness and the long calculation duration for numerical models are 
probably the reasons why analytical models are still widely used up until now.   The 
results for complex and large 3D geometries also often remain unrealistic due to 
numerical pulverization of the fragmenting structure.  This can occur with uniform 
parameter distributions, due to a lack of localization causing the entire meshed 
structure to fail simultaneously.  
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2.3 3D NUMERICAL FRAGMENTATION MODELS 

For three dimensional fragmentation modeling, three dominant methods have been 
applied; peridynamics, particle hydrodynamics, and stochastically seeded meshed 
continuum mechanics. 

Peridynamics continuum mechanics theory is formulated in terms of integral equations 
that remain valid in the presence of discontinuities in the displacement field. This 
feature of the theory is meant to overcome a major obstacle in the modeling of 
fragmentation using the traditional method which is based on partial differential 
equations that has difficulties with sharp discontinuities, such as cracks. An added 
benefit of the peridynamic approach is that crack growth is self-guided: there is no 
need for supplemental equations that govern crack initiation, velocity, growth direction, 
branching, and arrest. All of these features emerge directly from the equation of motion 
and constitutive model.  However, it has been noted in results to date that the 
peridynamics results tend to over predict the number of resulting fragments (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Radiographic image (left) and peridynamics results [15]. 

Particle hydrodynamics are gridless Lagrangian particle methods originally invented 
for astrophysical gas dynamics problems.  The associated methodology for integrating 
the continuum partial differential equations has been extended to the dynamic 
response of solids.  The two dominant methods are spherical particle hydrodynamics 
(SPH) and dual particle hydrodynamics (DPH).  DPH attempts to overcome some 
numerical instabilities observed with SPH.  Both methods tend to predict somewhat 
fewer large mass fragments and more small mass fragments than observed from the 
experimental data (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Comparison at 150 μsec (left) and 150 μsec (right) showing onset of 
fracture and open cracks in both experimental (a) and SPH (b) bomb cases [16]. 

Stochastically seeded continuum mechanics improves the representation of natural 
fragmentation in continuum mechanics numerical simulations, by using a stochastic 
distribution for the mechanical parameters, voids or failure criteria related to the 
structure. This allows a more physically based localization process to occur, avoiding 
numerical pulverization. The algorithm developed by Petit in the early 2000’s is 
commonly used for this purpose [17] but some other research teams have optimized it 
or developed their own algorithms. This stochastic method, coupled with increased 
computer performances, has made numerical simulations of warhead fragmentation 
look increasingly realistic [18], [19], [20]. Figure 5 presents an example of a numerical 
fragmentation pattern that appears quite realistic.  This fragmentation modeling 
method has been shown to predict the larger fragment sizes associated with the lower 
case velocity and strain rates produced by a deflagration rather than a detonation [21].  
Figure 6 presents an example of a fragmentation calculation from a deflagration event. 

 

Figure 5: Numerical fragmentation pattern from ALE3D calculation [22]. 
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Figure 6: Deflagration fragmentation modeling of a 155mm projectile using 
ALE3D calculation [9]. 
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3 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS 

 

In order to get an idea what a sub-detonative response means for various types of 
warheads, we have conducted a range of trajectory calculations. The large fragments 
mentioned above have been modeled as rectangular steel plates with a given 
thickness. In general, the deceleration of an object due to air drag depends on the ratio 
of the presented area to its mass. A special feature of plate-like fragments is that this 
ratio is fixed and only depends on the thickness of the plate. This is true for both plates 
with a face-on orientation and for tumbling plates. A consequence is that the ballistic 
behavior, and hence the impact distance, is to a good approximation independent of 
the other two dimensions of the fragment, and as a result independent of its mass. For 
this analysis we focus on tumbling plates, as this is the most commonly observed 
mode. 

The trajectory code TRAJCAN [23] was used to analyse the trajectories of steel plates 
with a representative range of warhead casing thicknesses (3 mm, 10 mm, and 30 
mm), and a representative range of launch velocities (250 m/s, 500 m/s, 750 m/s, 1000 
m/s, 1250 m/s, and 1500 m/s). Launch angles were considered between downward (-
90°) to upward direction (+90°). The fragments are assumed to have an initial launch 
height of 1 m. The results in Figure 7 show a strong dependency on the plate thickness. 
For thin plates the impact distances are small and relatively insensitive to changes in 
launch velocity. All predicted distances are below the distance of 1824 m observed in 
the test by Baker et al. [9], which makes sense because of the assumed spin stabilized 
edge-on orientation of that fragment. When combined with predictions for the launch 
velocity, these results can be used to estimate the impact distance for fragments 
generated by less violent munitions’ responses. 
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Figure 7: Impact distance versus launch angle for 3, 10 and 30 mm thick 
tumbling steel plates and a variety of launch velocities [2]. 
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4 RISK-BASED APPROACH TO DEFLAGRATING WARHEADS 

 

4.1 COMMONLY USED FRAGMENTATION RELATED SAFETY DISTANCES 

Commonly used “safety” distances for fragmenting munitions are given in the US TP16 
[24], and NATO AASTP-1 [25]: 

 Maximum Fragment Distance (MFD) for intentional detonations 

 Hazardous Fragment Distance (HFD) for accidental detonations. The HFD is 
the distance at which the number of hazardous fragments has decreased to 1 
per 56 m2, or about a 1 % hit probability for an average person. 

These distances are relevant for situations where primary fragmentation is the main 
hazard, such as in the open or in light storage. Deflagrating warheads that produce a 
few fragments but which reach large distances raise the question whether the concepts 
of MFD and HFD are still suitable. On the one hand, the MFD may be very large, on 
the other hand, due to the small number of (large) fragments, the hit probability and 
consequently the HFD may be relatively small. This observation raises the question 
what is an appropriate methodology to determine safety distances. As a result, we 
have explored the potential of two alternative metrics; the Individual Risk (IR) and 
Group Risk (GR), and applied it to a case study with two types of warheads [5], [6].  

4.2 PROBABILITY OF FATALITY 

An essential parameter of the calculation of IR and GR is the probability of fatality given 
the event takes place. As an illustration we will use a very simple model that assumes 
the hemispherical expansion of a fragment cloud. All fragments are equal and 
assumed to be lethal when impacting a person. Fragment trajectories are straight lines, 
no curvature or protection measures are taken into account. Based on these 
assumptions we can write the probability of fatality (Pf) as: 

1	 	
∙

∙ ∙
	 	

       Eq.1  

With N the total number of fragments, S the human body area (typically 0.56 m2), and 
r the distance. RL is the distance with a probability of fatality of 100%, and can be 
written as: 

∙

∙
         Eq. 2 
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From Eq. 1 we can also derive the HFD by setting Pf equal to 0.01 (probability of 
fatality 1%). 

∙

∙ ∙ .
        Eq. 3 

We will now consider the two cases as outlined in Table 1. The first case is a 
conventional warhead which shows a detonation response to IM threats. It produces 
numerous (5,000) fragments and has a MFD of “only” 1 km. The second case deals 
with a warhead with a deflagration as the most severe response. The deflagrating 
warhead has few (20) fragments but a very large MFD of 2 km. Table 1 gives the 
calculated 1% and 100% lethal distances, and Figure 8 gives Pf as a function of 
distance. 

Table 1: Case study input and output. 

Parameter Symbol
Case 1 Case 2 
Detonating warhead Deflagrating warhead

Number of fragments (-) N 5,000 20 
Maximum Fragment Distance (m) MFD 1,000 2,000 
100% lethal distance (m) RL 21 1.3 
1% lethal distance (m) HFD 211 13 

 

Figure 8: Probability of fatality versus distance for two cases 

4.3 ANNUAL PROBABILITY OF EVENT 

The second important parameter for the calculation of IR and GR is the annual 
probability (frequency) of event. Table 2 presents values from the US for various 
ammunition activities (e.g. disposal, assembly, testing, manufacture, inspection, 
(un)loading, and storage) [26]. These values are based on an analysis of historical 
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data (number of accidents divided by combined time duration). Initially the values were 
presented dependent on Compatibility Group, but this was later changed to Hazard 
Division. Expert opinion has been used to estimate a probability reduction of e.g. a 
factor of 100 between HD1.1 and HD1.6.   

Table 2: Frequency of event assumed by the US [26].

 

For the first case we will assume a characteristic value for case 1 of 1E-5/year. For the 
second case we may expect a lower probability. Because of the uncertainties we will 
split this case up in 2a (equal probability as detonating warhead) and 2b (100 times 
lower probability). 

4.4 INDIVIDUAL RISK 

The Individual Risk (IR) is the multiplication of the annual probability of event with the 
probability of fatality.  

∙    (1/year)   Eq. 4 

US acceptance criteria for the IR are 1E-4/year (related persons) and 1E-6/year 
(unrelated persons) [27]. The IR for case 1, 2a and 2b has been compared with these 
criteria in Figure 9. The distances beyond which the criteria are met are given in Table 
3. For unrelated persons exposed to risk from a detonating warhead, there is a 
substantial distance of 66 m to meet the criteria. For the deflagrating warhead, it is a 
few meters (case 2a) or the criterion is always met (case 2b). 
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Figure 9: Individual Risk for case 1 and 2 (a and b) 

Table 3: Case study input and output (continued) 

Parameter Symbol 

Case 1 Case 2a Case 2b
Detonating 
warhead Deflagrating warhead 

Deflagrating warhead

 No Pe reduction Pe reduction

Probability of event (1/year) Pe 1E-5 1E-5 1E-7 
Distance to IR criterion for 
related persons (m) RIR10-4 Criterion always met Criterion always met 

 
Criterion always met 

Distance to IR criterion for 
Unrelated persons (m) RIR10-6 66 4.2 

 
Criterion always met 

4.5 GROUP RISK 

The Group Risk (GR) considers the number of fatalities in a group of persons. For 
simplicity we will assume that between the warhead and the MFD persons are present 
with a uniform population density σ (1/m2). This is illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Illustration of Group Risk calculation for related persons. 

The expected number of fatalities can be calculated as follows: 

∙ 2 ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ 2 ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙
∙

2 ∙ ∙
∙ 2 ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙  

This leads to: 

∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙

∙
   Eq. 5 

The expected number of fatalities is plotted against population density in Figure 11 for 
case 1 and 2. 

 
Figure 11: Expected number of fatalities versus population density for case 1 

and 2 

The Group Risk follows from multiplication of the number of fatalities with the 
probability of event.  

∙    (1/year)   Eq. 6 

In Figure 12 we compare case 1, 2a and 2b with the US criterion for GR to related 
persons (1E-3/year) and unrelated persons (1E-5/year) [27]. 
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Figure 12: Group Risk (GR) versus population density for case 1, 2a and 2b, 
compared to US GR acceptance criterion for related and unrelated persons. 

The population densities below which the criteria are met are given in Table 4.  

Table 4: Case study input and output (continued) 
Parameter Symbol Case 1 Case 2a Case 2b 

Detonating warhead Deflagrating warhead Deflagrating 
warhead 

 No Pe reduction Pe reduction
Probability of event (1/year) Pe 1.00E-5 1.00E-5 1.00E-7 
Population density  
satisfying GR criterion  
for related persons (1/m2) 

σGR10-3 1E-2  
(1 every 10 by 10 m) 
 

1 
(1 every 1 by 1m) 

Criterion always met* 

Population density  
satisfying GR criterion  
for unrelated persons (1/m2) 

σGR10-5 1E-4 
(1 every 100 by 100 m)
 

1E-2 
(1 every 10 by 10 m) 

1 
(1 every 1 by 1m) 

*population density unrealistically large, criterion can be considered always met 

This shows that for the detonating warhead the surrounding population density has to 
be substantially restricted, especially for unrelated persons. For the deflagrating 
warhead the restrictions are very mild. If the probability reduction (2b) would be 
applicable the GR would practically not need to be considered at all. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

Detonation of a warhead typically leads to well reproducible fragmentation effects. 
Deflagrations and explosions associated with less violent munitions response still 
rupture the munition casing, but fragmentation is typically limited to just a few large 
fragments with a relatively low velocity. Fragmentation modelling has evolved 
significantly with increasingly realistic predictions, even for less violent explosions and 
deflagrations.  

Although deflagrating warheads produce only a few fragments, these fragments may 
reach large distances. Reasonable estimates of deflagrating warhead fragment 
trajectories can be done using plate-like fragments. Conventional safety distances like 
the MFD and HFD are not well suited for this situation, as MFDs will be very large and 
HFDs will be relatively small The IR and GR consider a larger amount of relevant 
aspects such as the ammunition activity and related probability of event, the number 
of fragments, the population density, and the exposure of both related and unrelated 
persons. For illustration purposes a simple model was applied to a case study 
comparing detonating and deflagrating warheads. The case study shows that we can 
provide reasonable risk estimates for these less violent munition responses. Ultimately, 
we must answer the question of what is an acceptable risk when throwing a much 
lower number of lethal fragments to a much longer distance.  
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